TROUT LL
DRY FLY / MEDIUM ACTION
With a delicate touch and medium action, the TROUT LL family has been
designed with the trout angler and dry flies in mind. Through blank taper
optimization and specialized length offerings, the TROUT LL is perfected
for wade fishing, closer casts, small flies, and light tippets. A relatively
supple tip maximizes light tippet protection and gives way to a smooth
easy-loading mid-section that increases feel and feedback throughout the
casting stroke. When the hatch is on, the TROUT LL is an angler’s best
friend.
Drawing inspiration from historic Sage rods of the past, the TROUT LL is a
nod toward tradition with a classic appearance and a smooth casting
taper, yet adds modern performance features in accuracy and loop control
through the backbone of Konnetic HD blank material.
The TROUT LL series is available in a combination of classic dry fly line
weights and lengths 7’9” though 9’0” while beautiful wood inserts and
premium componentry add an elegant touch to these high performance
rods

BENEFITS
• Walk and wade trout fisheries
• Delicate Presentations
• Supple tip for protecting light tippets

FEATURES
- KonneticHD Technology
- Mahogany blank color
- Bronze primary thread wraps with Gold trim wraps
- Fuji ceramic stripper guides
- Hard chromed snake guides and tip-top
- Walnut wood insert with Bronze up-locking reel seat
- Super Plus snub-nose, half-wells cork handle
- Tan rod bag with Brown logo and model tag
- Brown powder coated aluminum rod tube with Sage Medallion

LINE RECOMMENDATIONS
- Primary: RIO InTouch Gold
- Technical Presentations: RIO Technical Trout

MODELS
379-4: Small caddis and attractors
389-4: Tricos and small mayflies
486-4: Small to medium sized mayflies and caddis
490-4: Small to medium sized mayflies and caddis
586-4: Medium sized caddis and terrrestials
590-4: Medium sized mayflies, caddis, and terrestrials
690-4: Larger stoneflies and terrestrials

DRY FLY
APPLICATION

MSRP: $800

PAYLOAD
BIG FLIES / FAST ACTION
Big fish, big fly. While not always the case, this rule does ring true for
many warmwater and saltwater fisheries with anglers casting larger flies
than ever before. With a powerful but comfortable casting action, the new
PAYLOAD series of rods are designed to help anglers cast those heavy
lines and big flies more effectively. Whether launching a double-articulated
streamer to the far bank with the 689-4 or dredging the Sacramento Delta
with the 989-4, anglers will notice how easy it is to hurl a heavy line and
big fly with the PAYLOAD.
Featuring a fast action for casting large flies and very powerful tip to help
pick up heavy lines off the water, the PAYLOAD is tuned for the extreme.
These powerful mid sections then transition to a more forgiving butt that
allows for a slower and more relaxed casting stroke that reduces fatigue.
This softer butt section also allows for more leverage while fighting fish,
making it easier to gain ground on hard fighting species. The slightly shorter lengths offer a more effortless cast through a shorter lever and is better
for landing fish out of a boat over a traditional 9’0” rod.

BENEFITS
• Tailored for casting large or wind resistant flies
• Increased pick-up of heavy line offf the water
• More leverage for fighting powerful fish

FEATURES
- Konnetic Technology
- Tannin blank color
- Burgundy primary thread wraps with Bronze trim wraps
- Tangle Free Fuji ceramic stripper guides
- Oversized hard chromed snake guides and tip-top
- Heavy duty aluminum up-locking reel seat to withsand rugged enviroments
- Super Plus full-wells cork handle
- Cork composite fighting butt with extended 3” rear grip on the 10+ and 11+ sizes
- Brown powder coated aluminum rod tube with Sage Medallion

LINE RECOMMENDATIONS
- Warmwater: RIO DirectCore Jungle
- Coldwater: RIO InTouch Striper
- Trout Streamer: RIO StreamerTip
- Pike / Musky: RIO InTouch Pike / Musky

MODELS
689-4: Line: 6+ (Grains: 200 - 230gr) - Trout streamers and light duty bass bugs
789-4: Line: 7+ (Grains: 230 - 270gr) - Boogle bugs to large trout streamers
889-4: Line: 8+ (Grains: 270 - 320gr) - Minnows, clousers, whistlers, and poppers
989-4: Line: 9+ (Grains: 320 - 370gr) - Pike flies, large poppers, and large baitfish
1090-4: Line: 10+ (Grains: 370 - 420gr) - Pike flies up to 12”
1193-4: Line: 11+ (Grains: 420 - 480gr) - Musky flies 12” +

BIG FLIES
APPLICATION

MSRP: $550

TROUT SPEY HD
TROUT SPEY / FAST ACTION
Featuring KonneticHD technology and a new fast action, the TROUT
SPEY HD series of rods bring ease to lightweight spey techniques. Five
rods from 10’3” to 11’3” excel with a variety of spey lines that are currently offered in 200-350gr sizes. The TROUT SPEY HD rods are primarily
designed for spey casting as opposed to Switch rod style actions previously captured within Trout Spey category and features an action designed
for skagit and scandi style casting techniques with trout appropriate sized
flies.
The TROUT SPEY HD action will improve upon the application with a
more stable tip (a balance between stability and tippet protection) and a
power adjustment to better handle Trout Spey specific lines currently on
the market and the trend toward heavier lines. The added models in the
series will give anglers more options to select appropriate sizes for their
fishery (fly size, fish size, and environment), with a smaller 10’3” 3wt model
designed to work well with the shorter spey heads that are extremely
popular today. The two handed short-rod, short-head combination allows
anglers to retrieve and fish flies much closer, opening up possibilities in
tighter quarters and the ability to cover water more effectively.
Undeniably Trout Focused, Undeniably Fun.
BENEFITS
• Swinging flies for trout
• Tailored to the latest developments in Trout Spey lines
• Ease of casting streamers

FEATURES
- KonneticHD Technology
- Conifer blank color
- Dijon primary thread wraps with Tan trim wraps
- Tangle Free Fuji ceramic stripper guides
- Hard chromed snake guides and tip-top
- Vera wood insert with down-locking reel seat
- Super Plus full-wells cork handle with decretive composite accent rings
- Cork composite fighting butt
- Tan rod bag with Brown logo and model tag
- Tactical Green aluminum rod tube with Sage Medallion

LINE RECOMMENDATIONS
- RIO InTouch Trout Spey w/ 10ft Replacement Tips or VersiLeaders

MODELS
1109-4: (Grains: 150 - 200gr) - Soft hackles, small streamers <1” , unweighted
2109-4: (Grains: 200 - 250gr) - Soft hackles, small to meduim streamers 1- 2”
3103-4: (Grains: 250 - 300gr) - Soft hackles, moderately weighted steamers 1 - 2”
3110-4: (Grains: 250 - 300gr) - Soft hackles, moderately weighted steamers 1 - 2”
4113-4: (Grains: 300 - 350gr) - Large streamers <3”

TROUT SPEY
APPLICATION

MSRP: $900

MODERN CLASSICS
TROUT / TROUT SPEY / SPEY
Classic aesthetics with modern performance. The Modern Classics
introduce a reel designed for the angler looking for a nod to the past.
A romantic appeal to designs and colors that reflect the classic feel
of old yet packed with performance features that will assure you’ll
never lose that fish of a lifetime.
FEATURES

TROUT

- Full Frame
- SCS Drag
- Machined and anodized aluminum One Revolution Drag Knob
- Large arbor for fast line pick-up
- Concave arbor for greater strength and capacity
- Fully machined 6061-T6 aerospace grade aluminum
- Cold forged and tempered for superior strength and rigidity
- Minimal porting for classic look and heavier balance
- Machined and anodized aluminum hub and ergonomic handle
- Easy conversion from left- to right-hand retrieve
- Neoprene and embroidered ballistic nylon reel case

COLORS
- Bronze
- Stealth / Silver

SIZE
TROUT 2/3/4 (WF3 + 100yds/20lb) - $375 (NEW)
TROUT 4/5/6 (WF5 + 100yds/20lb) - $375 (NEW)
TROUT 6/7/8 (WF7 + 100yds/20lb) - $400 (NEW)
TROUT SPEY

TROUT SPEY 1/2/3 (275 Skagit + 100 SL + 100yds/20lb) - $400 (NEW)
TROUT SPEY 3/4/5 (375 Skagit + 100 SL + 100yds/20lb) - $400 (NEW)
SPEY 6/7/8 (600 Skagit + 100 SL + 150yds/20lb) - $475
SPEY 7/8/9 (700 Skagit + 100 SL + 150yds/30lb) - $500

SPEY
STEALTH / SILVER

BRONZE

CLICK
SPECIALTY / CLICK & PAWL
The CLICK Series reels are a performance and cosmetic upgrade
from the original CLICK series. The enhanced CLICK features
larger arbor diameters creating a larger palming area for fighting
fish and quicker line retrieval while maintaining backing capacities.
The CLICK aesthetic has been elevated through new hole patterns
and a refreshed, modern design that speaks to its lightweight and
minimalist yet functional characteristics. The proven performance of
the adjustable click and pawl drag design of the original is featured
in this enhanced CLICK reel series.
FEATURES

CHAMPAGNE

- Adjustable click and pawl drag design to prevent over-spooling
- Larger palming rim for greater control during the fight
- Ultra-large arbor for fast line pick-up
- Concave arbor for greater strength and capacity
- Fully machined 6061-T6 aerospace grade aluminum
- Cold forged and tempered for superior strength and rigidity
- Hard anodized for surface protection and corrosion resistance
- Ergonomic handle
- Easy conversion from left- to right-hand retrieve

COLORS
- Stealth
- Bronze
- Lime
- Champagne (NEW)

SIZE
0/1/2 (WF2 + 75yds/20lb) - $280
3/4/5 (WF5 + 100yds/20lb) - $290
4/5/6 (WF6 + 100yds/20lb) - $300

CHAMPAGNE

STEALTH

BRONZE

LIME

LT
CORE COLLECTION / LIGHTWEIGHT FEATURES
The SPECTRUM LT reel offering brings a sophisticated,
high-performance drag system to an ultra light rigid frame.
The One Revolution Drag Knob offers quick and precise drag
settings and provides the kind of power and smoothness you’d
expect from a large traditional drag system,only without
the bulk or weight.

FEATURES
EMBER EDITION

- SCS Drag
- One Revolution Drag Knob with numbered and detented settings
- Large arbor for fast line pick-up
- Concave arbor for greater strength and capacity
- Fully machined 6061-T6 aerospace grade aluminum
- Cold forged and tempered for superior strength and rigidity
- Hard anodized for surface protection and corrosion resistance
- Ergonomic handle
- Easy conversion from left- to right-hand retrieve
- Neoprene and embroidered ballistic nylon reel case

COLORS

SIZE

- Silver
- Stealth
- Black Spruce Edition
- Ember Edition (NEW)
- “Electric” Teal Edition (NEW)

3/4 (WF4 + 100yds/20lb) - $375
4/5 (WF5 + 100yds/20lb) - $375 (NEW)
5/6 (WF6 + 100yds/20lb) - $375
7/8 (WF8 + 200yds/20lb) - $400
9/10 (WF10 + 200yds/30lb) - $400

“ELECTRIC” TEAL EDITION

EMBER EDITION

“ELECTRIC” TEAL EDITION

SILVER

STEALTH

BLACK SPRUCE EDITION

CORE COLLECTION / STANDARD FEATURES
Modeled after the popular 4200 series, the fully machined
SPECTRUM is a true large arbor performance fly reel.
With concave spool surface, for optimal line capacity and
drag-assisting smoothness, the SPECTRUM is lightweight,
extremely durable, and packed with features you’d
expect on higher priced reels.
FEATURES
- SCS Drag
- One Revolution Drag Knob with numbered and detented settings
- Large arbor for fast line pick-up
- Concave arbor for greater strength and capacity
- Fully machined 6061-T6 aerospace grade aluminum
- Cold forged and tempered for superior strength and rigidity
- Hard anodized for surface protection and corrosion resistance
- Machined and anodized aluminum ergonomic handle
- Easy conversion from left- to right-hand retrieve
- Neoprene and embroidered ballistic nylon reel case

“MOSCOW MULE” COPPER EDITION

COLORS
- Platinum
- Black
- Lime
- “Moscow Mule” Copper Edition (NEW)

SIZE
3/4 (WF4 + 100yds/20lb) - $275
5/6 (WF6 + 100yds/20lb) - $275
7/8 (WF8 + 200yds/20lb) - $300
9/10 (WF10 + 200yds/30lb) - $300

“MOSCOW MULE” COPPER EDITION

PLATINUM

BLACK

LIME

X
MULTI-APPLICATION / FAST ACTION
The X rod’s fast action taper built with our KonneticHD Technology
delivers greater blank recovery and a crisper tip stop - creating tighter,
more efficient loops throughout all ranges of casting styles. This taper
allows you to dig deeper into the rod and access the lower sections,
shifting power closer to the angler. Decreased lateral and medial
movement and vibrations in the blank result in a more accurate and
efficient presentation, resulting in a performance driven, forgiving fast
action blank - refining the synergy between angler, rod, line, and fly.
BENEFITS
• Versatility
• Loop control
• Accuracy
• Premier blank, finish, and componentry

FEATURES
- KonneticHD Technology
- Fuji ceramic stripper guides
- Hard chromed snake guides and tip-top
- Freshwater 3 - 6 weights:
- Flor grade snub nosed half-wells cork handle
- Saltwater 5-10 weights:
- Stealth Black anodized aluminum up-locking reel seat
- Integrated hidden hook keeper in reel seat
- Flor quality full-wells cork handle with EVA fighting butt
- Laser etched line weight on slide band

BLACK SPRUCE
- Gloss Black Spruce blank color
- Dark Green thread wraps with Metallic Grey trim wraps
- Black rod bag with Titanium logo and Black Spruce model tag
- Evergreen powder coated aluminum rod tube with Sage medallion
- Vera wood insert with Stealth Black anodized aluminum up-locking reel seat

TACTICAL GREEN EDITION (NEW)
- Matte Tactical Green blank color
- Dark Green thread wraps with Black trim wraps
- Black rod bag with Stealth Black logo and Black model tag
- Tactical Green powder coated aluminum rod tube with Sage medallion
- Matte black anodized aluminum reel seat on all models
- 490-4, 590-4, 690-4, 890-4 ONLY

ELECTRIC TEAL EDITION (NEW)
- Gloss Electric Teal blank color
- Teal thread wraps with Metallic Teal and Black trim wraps
- Black rod bag with Teal logo and Black model tag
- Electric Teal powder coated aluminum rod tube with Sage medallion
- Vera wood insert with Stealth Black anodized aluminum up-locking reel seat
- 490-4, 590-4, 690-4, 890-4 ONLY

Tactical
Green

Black
Spriuce

Electric
Teal

MSRP: $900

